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Abstract

Sheet metal forming is a manufacturing method used because of its versatility. Sheets

are plastically deformed by a tool to create a product. A tool is expected to last for

several 100,000 forming operations and efforts are made to optimize the tools. A com-

mon type of wear referred to as galling is the adhesion of sheet material to the tools.

This problem has become more prevalent as new high strength sheet materials have

been developed at the same time as lubricants have become heavily regulated. This

has forced the development of new tool steels with improved resistance to galling.

There are many parameters influencing the response to galling. In this work the

influence of surface preparation, contact geometry, material selection and lubrication

has been investigated.

The surface of the forming tools has a large influence on the tools effective life.

To refurbish a forming tool is expensive and often requires special shops and hand

polishing. The influence on galling of different surface preparations suited for sheet

metal forming was investigated using a strip-reduction equipment.

The contact conditions of a tool sliding against metal sheets were investigated

using FE models. The contact conditions were calculated for a U-bending test and

for a sliding-on-flat-surface wear tester. The results were compared to those found in

literature. One model incorporated the surface roughness of a sheet as measured by

optical profilometry.

The strength of the interface between the tool and the sheet material determine

if material can be transferred onto the tool. The interface between the tool and ad-

hered sheet material was closely studied using transmission electron microscopy of

thin lamellas produced by focused ion beam milling. This showed sheet material

adhering to the tool without the formation of an interlayer. Finally, several different

combinations of tool steels and sheet materials were tested with regards to their ability

to withstand galling.

Keywords: wear, galling, sheet metal, deep drawing, tool steel, surface prepara-

tion, friction.
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1 Introduction

2 Sheet metal forming

Sheet metal forming is an umbrella term for manufacturing methods that use some kind

of sheet metal to produce products. A diverse range of products can be manufactured by

sheet metal forming, from beautiful kitchen utensils to advanced structural car parts. The

reason for the wide diversity of products lies in the fact that almost every shape can be

manufactured by one or more forming operations. The sheet may have been ironed, deep

drawn, cut, punched, spinned, roll formed or gone through some other forming operation

or combinations of these to produce the desired appearance and quality. The sheet metal

forming process is well suited for mass production as the production rate is high and

the production series reach into the 100,000. The tools typically perform one forming

operation every other second. The initial costs are high as the machines are large and the

forming tools advanced. In many instances must the forming tools be manufactured to

high tolerances and hand polished in special workshops before being used in production.

This makes the cost of the tools a significant part of the investment in a new product.

There are many different methods used for sheet metal forming, some are more com-

plicated than others.

Deep drawing is a process where the sheet is clamped between a die and a blank holder

and is formed by a punch. The sheet is allowed to slide between the die and the blank

holder into the forming area. The controlled sliding makes forming of deep parts possible.

The friction between sheet and die needs to be controlled in order to ensure the same wall

thickness and to avoid wrinkling of the sheet. When forming complex geometries draw

beads are used to generate a high restraining force needed to escape wrinkling.

Stretching works like deep drawing but the sheet is clamped fast and cannot slide into

the forming area. The method is used to produce shallow indents and ridges as too large

deformations will rip the sheet. To produce holes or to trim excessive sheet operations

like cutting, punching and perforating can be used. Cutting can be done with a variety

of techniques, from hand tools to computer controlled high powered laser equipments to

trim the edges of a sheet or to cut complicated shapes. Cutting is generally slower than

punching and can create more advanced geometry. Punching uses a die and a punch to

stamp holes in a sheet, and can create relatively simple shapes like holes, squares and

stars. For more advanced geometry several simple shapes can be combined to produce

complex geometry. For repetitive shapes punching is faster than cutting. Perforating is a
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type of punching that produces a finer mesh of holes for products like a sink drain.

Products with a rotational symmetry may be produced by spinning where the sheet is

rotated against a mandrel and formed by rollers. Examples of products are nose cones and

air intake funnels for space- and aero plane-industry and kitchen funnels.

Shorter profiles may be produced by press brake forming or bending and long profiles

with rather complex geometry can be produced by roll forming. In roll forming the sheet

is gradually formed to the desired profile by several rolls and bending operations that

work consecutively. Another operation that should not be confused with roll forming is

rolling. A rolling operation reduces the thickness of the sheet to produce a thinner sheet,

the extreme would be kitchen foil. Reduction of sheet thickness is also the goal of ironing

where the sheet is drawn through a narrow slot where the gap is set to produce sheet of a

specific thickness.

Whatever the manufacturing method eventually the tools begin to wear and they have

to be replaced or refurbished, a costly process that could take several days during which no

products are produced. Therefore is it important to keep the tools from wear by optimizing

process parameters, careful selection of lubricants and selecting the proper tool material.

This has become more pressing as new high strength sheet material have been developed

for the automotive industry at the same time as chemicals used in lubricants have become

heavily regulated. In difficult cases chloride or boron was added to the lubricants but these

have been found hazardous and are today heavily regulated [1, 2]. The move towards

more environmentally friendly and bio-degradable lubricants has created a need to better

understand the wear process and how material selection influences the tool performance.

This has forced the development of new tool steels with improved resistance to certain

types of wear.

2.1 Wear

Wear is usually associated with costs as worn products need to be replaced, but in man-

ufacturing certain forms of controlled and desired wear are referred to as grinding or

polishing. Basically, every time two surfaces come in contact and are moved relative to

each other they are subjected to both friction and wear.

Even though there are instances where wear is desired, such as grinding, it is generally

something to avoid and should be prevented or minimized. Wear damages one or all the

surfaces in a contact and will eventually lead to malfunction of the surface/component.

The rate at which material is removed or a surface is damaged due to wear is not solely

depending on the material of which the surface is made of. It is not a material property
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in the same way as for instance the hardness of a material or its elasticity modulus. The

rate of material removal is a result of all the components present in the wear system, the

combination of materials, surface quality, contact pressures, temperature, sliding speeds,

the presence of lubricants or third bodies such as sand etc. This makes wear, and also fric-

tion, a system parameter. The wear rate may be tested and with some accuracy predicted

for a specific wear-system. Testing is often done using laboratory equipment that is less

expensive and less time consuming compared to a replica of the system of interest. The

difficulty lies in getting all the parameters for the system just right on order to have a test

system replicate the conditions of a full scale unit.

Wear is often a slow process that removes or damages one or more surfaces until they

stop working as intended. For instance, many cars will be decommissioned due to wear.

The more complex a system is the more sensitive it becomes to wear and even heavy

machinery may have to be put out of service because material weighing only a few grams

in total have been worn away.

There is more than one definition of wear and one of the more encompassing is:

“Loss of material from one or both surfaces due to the relative motion of two

surfaces in mechanical contact with each other” [3–6].

This says nothing about how the material is lost and includes therefore many wear

mechanisms. An even broader definition that includes all wear mechanisms, even those

of erosion from hard particles or material removal from cavity collapses in fluids is:

“Damage to a solid surface, generally involving progressive loss of material,

due to relative motion between that surface and a counteracting substance or

substances” [7].

From the different definitions it seems as though a surface has to be affected by another

surface or medium in order to be worn. The other surface’s properties will affect the wear

rate of the first surface, suggesting that wear is not solely dependent on one material. This

introduces the concept of wear as a system parameter, the wear rate is affected by all com-

ponents in the system. This includes but is not limited to the both surfaces, the medium

between them, air, water, oil etc. and particles in-between the surfaces either as dust and

sand or as worn material come loose. There are two major contributing mechanisms that

cause wear, abrasive and adhesive mechanisms. Abrasive wear includes scratching such

as when a file is used to scratch an object and adhesive wear involves sticking or even

material transfer from one surface to another.
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2.2 Galling

A severe wear of tools in sheet metal forming is galling, which starts as a gradual pick up

of small amounts of sheet metal on the surface of the tool. This leads to a rough surface

on both tool and finished products [8, 9]. Unchecked the adhesive wear will continue

and more material adheres to the tool resulting in heavily scratched products or products

failing to meet tolerances [10]. Today there are several definitions of galling, for instance

the ASTM G40 [7]:

”Galling is a form of surface damage arising between sliding solids, dis-

tinguished by macroscopic, usually localized, roughening and creation of

protrusions above the original surface; it often includes plastic flow, mate-

rial transfer or both.”

The ASTM G40 treats galling as an either present or not present phenomenon when it

really should be considered the end result of a wear process, e.g. divided in three separate

and different stages. Stage one includes plastic deformation of the sheet without any

scratches or any significant formation of adhered material. The second stage includes light

or heavy scratching of the sheet combined with macroscopic material transfer resulting in

an increase in friction. The third stage includes full stick–slip behaviour of sheet and tool

resulting in an audible noise and a high and erratic friction [9, 11–14]. This process should

be considered stochastic as galling can occur even under very low loads. The probability

of galling increases with increasing contact pressure [15]. Surface roughness has a large

impact on the galling behaviour of tools; the forming tool surfaces should be smooth [16].

A rough surface will mechanically remove material from the sheet through abrasive wear.

The increase in tool roughness during the galling process aggravates the wear rate and

increases the friction. A higher friction leads to higher temperatures that further hasten

the galling process [17] Therefore a smooth tool surface should be preferred and would

give a longer tool life, a fact that has been demonstrated also for some tool coatings [18,

19].

The adhesive properties of sheet materials have shown to influence strongly on the

galling properties [20]. Also, an increase in temperature, e.g. due to friction, results in

increased adhesion and earlier galling.

In situ SEM experiments indicate that the material transfer process can begin even

before an increase in friction is detectable [21]. On smooth surfaces of austenitic stainless

steel and aluminium the material transfer process started immediately if the contact was

dry and the tools uncoated [12, 22]. The formation of certain oxides on the tool steel
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surface has also been mentioned as a factor influencing the galling behaviour [23].

As galling involves the transfer of one material to another, and it requires that the

interface between tool and sheet material is stronger than the strength of the sheet material

itself. The addition of a lubricant reduces the strength of the interface and makes sustained

sliding possible. If lubrication fails the sheet comes into direct contact with the tool and

sheet material can be transferred. The strength of the interface determines if the sheet

material sticks to the tool or not. Therefore, the morphology and chemical composition of

the interface are of great importance to the galling phenomena as they influence strongly

on material transfer.

2.3 Friction

There are some things that make life convenient. Some of those things are obvious, like

tea and honey bees, others are not so obvious, like friction. It is often underestimated how

important it is to have the right amount of friction for things to move on smoothly. Too

little friction and everything would be sliding around and with too much friction nothing

would move. The fact that we can control friction to some degree is what makes everyday

life possible. When picking up a milk carton you apply enough force as to keep the carton

from falling and if the tips of your fingers detect even minute sliding you apply more

force. Cars for instance typically have µ = 1 between tire and tarmac on a dry road. On

a wet road µ might drop to 0.2 and on wet ice all the way down to 0.05. Since a car with

summer tires might not make even an 3◦ ice covered inclination we change to studded

tires during the cold months.

The coefficient of friction (µ) i.e. the ratio between the normal load and the frictional

force have a few interesting general qualities. First, the friction force is proportional to the

load e.g. a light object such as a pin chair is easy to slide across the floor whereas moving

the corner sofa takes more effort. Doubling the mass of a box will double the frictional

force, but µ will be the same! Second, the friction is independent on the apparent load

carrying area e.g. the box could be twice as large (with the same mass) and have the same

friction. This is something you can contemplate when buying furniture in flat packets.

It will be equally difficult slide across the floor lying down as standing up. Third, µ is

independent of the sliding velocity, moving that box faster wont make it easier.
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3 Tests for galling

Galling and tool life time is an important engineering problem and has been modelled

in laboratories by different methods. Several test equipments have been used to evaluate

galling behaviour of selected material pairs. The standard button on block test, ASTM

G98, and the modified hollow-cylinders tests rely on visual inspection of specimens for

galling detection [24]. The button-on-cylinder [25] pin-on-disc, cylinder-on-cylinder and

load-scanner use the coefficient of friction to detect galling [8]. Bending-under-tension

[26] and strip-reduction test [27] look at number of scratches on the sheet surface and,

finally, the U-bending test [28] measures weight change of tool inserts and scratches on

the sheets to detect galling.

3.1 SOFS wear tester

The SOFS wear tester is a model type test, where no actual sheet forming takes place,

instead the sheet is slid against a tool creating a wear track on the sheet, see Fig. 1. The

obvious drawback is the omission of real sheet forming, but this is not as severe a disad-

vantage as it first may seem. As long as the wear processes found in industrial forming

operations are faithfully replicated in a model test, it actually provides the operator with a

versatile tool, where different materials can be tested under controlled conditions.

(a) Overview of the SOFS (b) The tool holder

Figure 1. The SOFS wear tester a) overview of the linear guides and the tool holder

mount, b) close-up of the tool holder and force gauges.

The SOFS wear tester has been extensively used to evaluate the wear of tool steel dies
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in sheet metal forming [9–11, 13, 14, 29–32]. The SOFS tribosystem consists of a tool

disc, a metal sheet, lubrication (if desired), and a supporting steel table, see Fig. 2. The

steel table was 60 mm thick and machined flat, providing ample supports for the sheets.

Figure 2. The SOFS Tribosystem

The SOFS can use several different tool geometries, Fig 3. Three types of geometries

have been used in here, all based on a 10 mm tick disc, one with a 5 mm radius, R5, one

with a 2.4 mm flat surface, L2.4, and one with a 3.0 mm flat surface, L3.0.

The tool steel discs were prepared in the following manner before testing. The disc

was mounted in a small lathe and ground in several steps starting at 1 min with STRUERS

GRIT 320 SIC paper and ending at 3 min with STRUERS GRIT 1000 SIC paper. After

grinding the tool was polished using 3 µm diamond paste on cloth for 6 min until all

grinding marks were removed. The finished tools had a surface roughness of Ra = 0.05

µm as measured by atomic force microscopy. The final cleaning of the tool was made in

with three baths in an ultrasonic cleaner, the first in acetone and the second and third in

alcohol. The tool was then dried in an hot air flow for 15 min.

The sheets were approximately 1 mm thick and 1000 mm long and equally wide. The

sheets surfaces were as delivered by the manufacturer and had rougnesses ranging from

0.1 µm up to 2.0 µm.

The sheets were delivered with transportation and storage protection oil that was re-

moved before tests. A steam cleaner was used to remove the corrosion protection oil.
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Figure 3. SOFS tool steel disc, R5 and L3.0

First super-heated steam was applied to the sheets to remove any easily removable oil.

Then a degreasing agent mainly consisting of Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) was added

together with boiling water and was allowed to sit on the sheets for 5 min before be-

ing removed by vacuum cleaning combined with hot water. After degreasing the sheets

were cleaned again with superheated steam before being whipped down with alcohol and

lint free paper. If the sheets were to be run in a dry state then they were used at this

point. If they were to be run lubricated then the selected lubricant was applied generously

and allowed to sit for 10-15 min before being wiped cleaned with lint free paper. Oil

was removed until no more could be easily removed by paper, resulting in an oil-film of

≃ 1 g/m2.

For aluminium sheets the sodium hydroxide was replaced by acetone as these sheets

would have been damaged otherwise.

During a test the tool disc was placed in a tool holder that held it firmly. The tool was

then loaded in the normal direction of the sheet with the desired force, 10–1000 N, and

slid the length of the sheet, ≃ 900 mm, at a speed of 0.5 m/s. At the end of the sheet the

tool was lifted free of the sheet and returned to the start position only offset to one side,

≃ 1 mm, as to not run in the same wear track, see Fig. 1a. The tool was then loaded with

the desired force and the process was repeated until critical galling was detected.

The tool holder was designed to hold the tool so that the tool could not rotate or be

misaligned while at the same time minimize the interference of the force measurements,

see Fig. 1b. Two mutually independent force gauges, one recording the applied normal

forces, FN , and one recording the transverse forces, FT , was used to monitor the frictional

behaviour during tests.
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Distance to critical galling was detected by a sudden increase in the coefficient of

friction, see Fig. 4. The change in wear mechanisms was also noted on the wear track

where severe adhesive wear was evident in dry sliding.

3.1.1 Friction in the SOFS

The coefficient of friction was calculated as µ = FT /FN and monitored during the entire

test. A representative friction diagram from a SOFS wear test show several interesting

characteristics, see Fig. 4. Typically the coefficient of friction would start very low, µ =

0.1, for the first couple of millimeters of sliding before increasing slightly to µ = 0.2.

The friction could stay at this level for the majority of the test before rapidly increasing

to a higher level, typically µ = 0.6 for carbon steels, and becoming highly unstable. This

increase indicate a change in wear mechanism from scratching of the sheet surface to

severe adhesive wear and was used as indication of critical galling. Once the coefficient

of friction reached this high level the test was stopped. The point of critical galling would

be at the rapid increase in friction at 1.5 m in Figure 4.

Figure 4. SOFS friction digram
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3.1.2 Wear track of a SOFS test

The wear track morphology during a test follows a certain pattern and can be examined

in a SEM, see Fig. 5. The wear track development can be associated with the CoF. A

series of images depicting the evolution of the wear track was taken and the first image

show a Docol 1200 M sheet before testing where the surface structure was clearly visible,

see Fig. 5a. After a few millimeters of sliding the sheet had plastically deformed and the

asperities flattened, corresponding to the frictional region I with low frictional forces, see

Fig. 5b. At 30 mm of sliding the first scratches start to appear and they soon become

deeper and persistent, see Fig. 5c. The formation of the first scratches increases the coef-

ficient of friction to stage II. More scratches starts to appear and begins to grow together,

see Fig. 5d. Eventually the entire wear track becomes covered in scratches, see Fig. 5e.

The formation of more scratches beyond the first few did not significantly increase the

coefficient of friction even though the appearance of the wear track changed. The onset

of critical galling was noted by a change in wear track appearance where a more discon-

tinuous and fish scale like morphology could be seen, see Fig. 5f. This adhesive wear

covering the entire track was only found in stage III.

(a) Virgin sheet (b) Plastically deformed sheet (c) Scratches starting to appear

(d) Scratches grown together (e) The track covered in scratches (f) Severe adhesive wear

Figure 5. Progression of a typical wear track made by the SOFS wear tester showing a)

Virgin sheet, b) the plastically deformed sheet at 2 mm, c) scratches formed in the wear

track at 50 mm, d) scratches covering a large part of the track, e) the entire track covered

in scratches f) critical galling with severe adhesive wear.
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3.2 Strip reduction

The strip reduction test is a simulative, severe sheet forming tribology test designed to

replicate the conditions in an ironing operation, see Fig. 6a [27]. The test uses a �15 mm,

non-rotating tool-pin as one of the tools, the other one being a supporting tool plate. The

set-up allows four tests with the same tool-pin by turning the tool 90◦ after each test, later

the tool can be re-polished and used for further testing. By this feature the critical sliding

length was determined based on the average of four identical tests. A test consists of

placing a length of well lubricated strip steel approximately 400×15 mm on the tool plate

and then pressing the cylindrical tool into one end of the sheet so that a 15% reduction

rate is achieved, see Fig. 6b. The supporting plate and sheet is then actuated and moved

300 mm so that a length of the strip sheet is reduced in thickness i.e. ironed.

(a) Strip reduction wear tester. (b) Detail of the ironing process

Figure 6. a) General geometry of the DTU Strip Reduction wear tester and b) detailed

view of ironing process.

After a test the sheet is inspected for scratches and galling is quantified by surface

roughness measurements on the test strip. The sheet strips was measured perpendicular

to the sliding direction using a stylus profilometer at 30 mm intervals. The critical sliding

distance to galling was determined by detection of at least two scratches with a depth of

≥ 2 µm. A typical measurement showed a clear transition from a smooth sheet to deep

scratches, resulting in a sliding distance to critical galling of 180 mm, see Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Stylus measurements of the strip reduction sheet strips after a test.
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4 Materials

4.1 Tool steels

Throughout much of mankind’s history we have been forming metal into desired shapes.

For this purpose the hardest, most resilient metals have been used as forming tools. Harder

and tougher steels have been used to bend and hammer softer steels after our will. This

has led to development of better forming tools and the first modern tool steel was born in

1740. Since then the development of newer materials has been swift, tool steels today have

complicated chemical compositions and highly specific microstructures to make them

hard and resilient. The American Iron and Steel Institute, AISI, has created a standard

classification system for tool steels in which the main characteristics of the steels are

described by a designated letter. One class is the high speed tool steel, M, alloyed with

molybdenum. These are highly alloyed and have large volume of hard carbides. The

high alloy content allows the steels to be used in high speed machining operations where

temperatures rise up to 600◦C. [33]

Several different tool steels have been used in the articles and in one article five were

used to compare their galling performance. In general the tool steels used have been

of the powder metallurgical type with an even distribution of carbides of different sorts.

For instance have Vancron 40 been used which was a high nitrogen steel and Vanadis 6

without nitrogen but high in carbon [34]. An ingot cast and forged AISI M2 grade and

a ERS re-melted grade designated by the letter B. Other tool steels have been used for

materials ranking and was designated A–E.

4.2 Sheet materials

Eight different sheets were used for tests and calculations, three carbon grades of varying

strength, two stainless grades, two aluminium grades and one titanium grade. The carbon

steel grades were a high strength martensitic, Docol 1200 M, a high strength dual phase

grade, Docol 1000 DP and one low strength grade, DC01. The stainless grades were

an austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel, EN 1.4301 and one ferritic Ti and Nb dual-stabilized

grade, EN 1.4509. The aluminium grades was commercially pure, 99.95% aluminium,

one soft-annealed grade ENAW 1193 and one strain-hardened grade ENAW 1050A-H16.

The strain hardened grade was used for calculations only. The titanium was an alpha-beta

alloy known as Ti-6Al-4V or EN 3.7164. Material properties and chemical compositions

as provided by manufacturer can be found in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials

Material Rp0.2 E-modulus Hardness Ra

Sheets [MPa] [GPa] [HV] µm

EN 1.0330 (DC01) 193 210 105 1.26

Docol 1000 DP 700 210 – 1.20

Docol 1200 M 1120 210 450 2.00

EN 1.4301 230 210 129 0.41

EN 1.4509 250 220 – 0.11

ENAW 1193 20 70 20 0.28

ENAW 1050A-H16 100 70 39 0.28

EN 3.7164 828 114 345 0.76

4.3 Lubricants

Lubrication is the easiest way to reduce the frictional forces and to prevent excessive

wear. The lubricant act by getting in between the surfaces and separate them completely,

letting the hydrodynamic forces carry the load exerted on the system. This will only work

if velocity and geometry of the surfaces allow for enough hydrodynamic forces to be

created to separate the surfaces, hence the term hydrodynamic lubrication. This type of

lubrication can be found in needle bearings, rotary shafts and sheet metal forming.

Sometimes the geometry or the sliding speed does not supply the means to separate the

surfaces, in those cases an additive is added to the lubricant. A dense slippery carpet of

added molecules is formed on the surfaces in the tribosystem facilitating sliding. In this

case the oil in the lubricant is used as a transportation vehicle for the added molecules,

it is important that there are enough new molecules available to replace those removed

by mechanical contact. The carpet of molecules is referred to as the boundary layer and

this type of lubrication regime as boundary lubrication. The boundary layer can usually

withstand moderate amounts of heat but brakes down at high temperatures. [35]

Four different oils have been used, three for SOFS tests and one for the strip reduction

tests. The data for the oils was supplied by the manufacturer. The oils used for SOFS tests
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Table 2. Chemical composition, wt%

Material C N O Al Ti V

EN 1.0330 (DC01) 0.05 0.003 – 0.04 – –

Docol 1000 DP 0.15 – – 0.04 – –

Docol 1200 M 0.11 – – 0.04 0.025 –

EN 1.4301 0.07 ≤ 0.11 – – – –

EN 1.4509 0.02 – – – 0.61 –

ENAW 1193 – – – 99.95 – ≤ 0.05

EN 3.7164 0.03 0.01 0.15 6 Bal. 4

Material Fe Si Cr Mn Ni Nb

EN 1.0330 (DC01) Bal. – – 0.2 – –

Docol 1000 DP Bal. 0.5 – 1.5 – 0.015

Docol 1200 M Bal. 0.2 – 1.6 – 0.015

EN 1.4301 Bal. 1 19 2 10.5 –

EN 1.4509 Bal. – 18 – – 0.61

ENAW 1193 ≤ 0.04 ≤ 0.04 – – – –

EN 3.7164 0.1 – – – – –

1 A total 0.6 wt% of Ti and Nb combined.

were a high purity white oil, Shell Ondina 927, a rust protection oil, Ensis PQ-144 and one

oil with additives, Castrol Illoform FST-8. The white oil, Shell Ondina 927, was highly

refined, high purity and odorless without any additives and had a density of 865 kg/m3

and a kinematic viscosity of 83 mm2/s at 20◦C. This oil was used on Docol 1000 DP,

Docol 1200 M, EN 1.4301 and ENAW 1193 sheets. Ensis PQ-144 oil can be used as

rust protection during transportation and storage as well as used as blanking oil for less

demanding forming operations. Ensis PQ-144 had a density of 878 kg/m3 and a viscosity

of 30 mm2/s at 20◦C and was used on the DC01 sheets. The oil with EP-additives, Castrol

Illoform FST-8, was mineral based processing oil with high amounts of additives mainly

used for difficult, high alloyed materials. It had a density of 1000 kg/m3 and a viscosity

of 200 mm2/s at 40◦C and was used on the EN 1.4509 sheets.

In the strip reduction tests only one oil was used, a mineral oil with additives, Rhenus

LA722017. The oil had a kinematic viscosity of 135 mm2/s at 40◦C.
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5 Influence of surface preparation on galling

In sheet metal forming the quality of the products produced reflect the surface quality of

the tools. A rough tool acts abrasively on the sheet and produces products with a rough

appearance. A smooth tool not only produces smooth surfaces but also leads to longer

production life as the risk of sever wear is reduced. A number of different tool surface

preparations have been tested earlier regarding their galling resistance, and it has been

found that a smooth surface is required for good performance [36]. But what should be

considered a smooth surface? And can polishing procedures affect the tool performance?

To investigate how different tool preparation methods influence galling behaviour un-

der lubricated conditions a series of different surface qualities was produced and subjected

to Danmarks Tekniske Universitet’s, DTU strip reduction test. This also gave the oppor-

tunity to rank the different surfaces with respect to critical sliding distance to galling.

5.1 Materials

Two powder metallurgical cold-work tool steels were selected as the tool materials, Van-

cron 40, a high in nitrogen tool steel, and Vanadis 6, a high in carbon tool steel [34]. Tool

pins of both materials were hardened to 780 HV. Their material properties and chemical

composition as supplied by the manufacturer are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Van-

cron 40 has a microstructure of predominately M(NC) nitrocarbides evenly dispersed in

a steel matrix, present to a lesser degree are also M6C carbides. Vanadis 6 has MC and

M7C3 carbides distributed in a steel matrix, see Fig. 8.

The work material was AISI 316 stainless steel sheets with a thickness of 1 mm cut to

strips of 15×450 mm, Table 4. The sheet surface was in as received, cold rolled condition

with a measured surface roughness Sa = 0.3µm. The sheet strips were richly lubricated

using a mineral oil with additives, Rhenus LA722017. The oil has a kinematic viscosity

of 135 cSt at 40◦C.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of tools and sheet grades

Material
Rp0.2 Young’s-modulus M(NC) MC M6C M7C3 Total

[MPa] [GPa] Volume %

Vancron 40 2700 236 14 – 5 – 19

Vanadis 6 2530 225 – 10 – 7 17

AISI 316 – 193 – – – – –
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Table 4. Chemical composition, wt%

Material C N Si Mn Cr Mo W V Ni S Fe

Vancron 40 1.1 1.8 0.5 0.4 4.5 3.2 3.7 8.5 – – Bal.

Vanadis 6 2.1 – 1.0 0.4 6.8 1.5 – 5.4 – – Bal.

AISI 316 0.8 – 1.0 2.0 18.0 3.0 – – 14.0 0.03 Bal.

(a) Vancron 40 (b) Vanadis 6

Figure 8. SEM image of polished specimens showing the micro structure of a) Vancron 40

and b) Vanadis 6.

5.2 Surface preparation

The tool surfaces were prepared using ten different procedures with results ranging from

fine, Sa = 0.3, to mirror shine, Sa = 0.04. Four of the surface treatments were made in-

house, KaU, and they included both the roughest and the finest surfaces. These specimens

were prepared using a small lathe and careful grinding by hand in several steps with

successively finer grinding paper down to STRUERS GRIT 1000 SIC paper followed by

polishing with 3µm diamond paste. To get a range of different surface qualities this

procedure was interrupted at selected grinding steps and only the finest preparation went

all the way to polishing.

Some of the tool pins were only ground and subsequently sent to external companies

for final finishing with a request of a surface suitable for sheet metal forming. One com-

pany was furthermore requested to produce a rather poor surface quality, which might
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anyway appear in actual sheet forming production. Tool pins from Company 1 were pre-

pared in steps using abrasive paper down to STRUERS GRIT 2000 SIC, V40-1, -6, or in

steps using only diamond paste down to 6µm, V6-1, -6. The other companies adopted

their customized in-house procedures. In total, ten different surface qualities were pro-

duced, ranging from rough grinding to fine polishing, Table 5.

Table 5. Surface preparation of the tools

Surface finish Preparation direction Produced by Vancron 40 Vanadis 6

Best practice Rotational Company 1 V40-1 V6-1

Poor practice Axial Company 1 V40-2 –

Best practice Axial Company 1 – V6-2

Best practice – Company 2 V40-3 V6-3

Best practice – Company 3 V40-4 V6-4

Best practice Rotational KaU V40-5 V6-5

Best practice Axial Company 1 V40-6 –

Poor practice Rotational Company 1 V40-7 V6-7

Grinding P1500 Rotational KaU V40-8 V6-8

Grinding P1000 Rotational KaU V40-9 V6-9

Grinding P500 Rotational KaU V40-10 V6-10

5.3 Results

After testing the tool specimens in the DTU Strip reduction rig the sliding distance to

critical galling was determined for each surface treatment and tool material. The slid-

ing distance to galling is plotted against the tool surface roughness for Vancron 40 and

Vanadis 6, see Fig. 9. Tool pins with a quality considered as rough or poor are indicated

by filled markers and those with good surface finish with unfilled markers. Results with

Vancron 40 show a trend towards longer critical sliding length with lower Sa value. The

tools with a rough surface, Sa > 0.1µm, had short critical sliding distances and the tool

pins with a fine surface, Sa < 0.1µm, all had very long critical sliding distances. A single

tool-pin tested with a fine tool surface roughness, however, reached only a short sliding

distance before onset of galling, V40–5. The same trend was noticed with Vanadis 6 tests,

i.e. lower Sa-values tends to yield longer critical sliding distance to galling. Rough tool
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surfaces gave short critical sliding distances and tools with fine surface finish produced

longer critical sliding distance before galling, although two well polished tools resulted in

short critical sliding distances, V6–5 and V6–2.

Figure 9. Sliding length to critical galling for the different surface treatments and tool

materials. Vancron 40 is marked by triangles and Vanadis 6 by circles. Filled markers

represent poor tool surface quality and unfilled markers represent good surface quality as

guessed before testing. Tool roughness measured by optical 3D-profilometer.

As regards the rough tool surfaces, the critical sliding distance to galling seems to

increase with decreasing surface roughness. The highly polished tool pins generally per-

form better than the more rugged ones and it is worth mentioning that only tool pins with

low Sa values achieved long critical sliding distance, over half of the test length. A closer

look at the tools resulting in good surface quality revealed a correlation of 0.72 and a R2 =

0.52, indicating a weak positive correlation, i.e. an increase in tool roughness results in

an increase in critical sliding distance in contradiction to the trend of the rough tools.

Some of the tool specimens were selected for further study and were investigated with a

atomic force microscope, AFM. Surface images containing height information were taken

in contact mode over a small area of 10×10 µm, see Fig. 10.
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(a) V6–4 (b) V6–5

(c) V40–4 (d) V40–5

(e) V40–7

Figure 10. AFM image showing surface topography of a) V6–4, b) V6–5, c) V40–4, d)

V40–5 and e) V40–7.
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When comparing the two tool materials to each other Vancron 40 gave a longer, critical

sliding distance than Vanadis 6 for the same surface treatment, with a few exceptions, see

Fig. 11. In three cases, all with rather rough surface finishes, V40–2, V6–2, V40–9, V6–9,

V40–10 and V6–10 showed somewhat prolonged, critical sliding distance of Vanadis 6.

Figure 11. Comparison between to the two different tool materials with respect to the

achieved sliding length to critical galling and surface preparation.
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6 Influence of tool geometry on galling

The exact geometry and contact situation of industrial forming operations is not repro-

duced in model test laboratory equipment, making a direct comparison difficult. It would

therefore be advantageous if several different tool geometries could be used in the same

test equipment. By selecting specific geometries, testing those and creating a performance

ranking a new tool geometry could be evaluated before being implemented. Here we in-

vestigate the influence of three contact geometries in a laboratory wear tester with respect

to galling performance.

6.1 Materials

A powder metallurgical produced tool steel, S290PM, was selected as base material to be

used for testing the influence of geometry. It had a uniform distribution of carbides and

was heat treated to a hardness of 62 HRC. Chemical composition is found in Table 6.

Table 6. Chemical composition, tool steels in wt%

Material C Cr W Mo V Co

S290PM 2.0 3.7 14.3 2.5 5.0 11.0

As counter material two carbon steel sheet grades, DC01 and Docol 12000M were

used and additional calculations were performed on Docol 800DP. For more information

on the sheets see the sheets section on page 13.

6.2 Test equipment and calculations

The SOFS wear tester was used in the present work, see Fig. 1, page 6. In order to provide

clean surfaces and dry sliding test conditions, the sheets were washed and dried. The test

equipment utilizes a disc-shaped tool, Fig 12 which was slid at a velocity of approximately

0.1 m/s against the sheet under constant normal load in the range of 200 to 500 N.

To investigate the influence of tool shape, disc-shaped tools of S290PM steel was man-

ufactured each with a different geometry. The first tool was a disc with a double curvature,

5 and 25 mm radii, creating an elliptical contact. For the second and third the same type of

wheel was machined so that single curve, approximately 25 mm radius, line contacts with
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a width of 2.4 and 3.0 mm were produced, see Fig. 12. Here they are designated as R5,

L2.4 and L3.0, respectively. After machining the specimens were ground and polished.

Figure 12. Geometry of specimens used in SOFS testing; R5, L2.4 and L3.0.

6.3 Results

The influence of tool geometry on the sliding distance to galling was investigated for three

different geometries, two different carbon steel sheets and up to four different normal

loads. Critical sliding distance to galling vs. normal load diagrams of S290PM tools

tested against Docol 1200M and DC01 sheets are presented in Fig. 13. The tests showed

a trend towards longer sliding distances to galling with decreasing normal load. This

was observed for all three geometries and the trend was more pronounced at lower loads.

On the DC01 sheet the sliding distance to galling gets longer as the tool specimens were

changed in order R5 – L2.4 – L3.0.
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(a) Docol 1200M

(b) DC01

Figure 13. Critical sliding distance to galling vs. normal load for a) the Docol 1200M and

b) the DC01 sheet grade.
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7 Contact pressures in sheet metal forming

In order to compare and apply the results from the SOFS to industrial forming operations

the contact conditions must be known. Therefore would it be helpful to have contact

pressures calculated for industrial applications.

7.1 U-bending wear test

The U-bending test is a semi-industrial equipment for simulation of sheet metal forming

operations. A sheet is fed directly from a roll, cut to length and clamped down. The sheet

is formed by a punch under controlled sliding and in a single test the machine may run

10 000 strokes with a stroke length of 50 mm [8]. The U-bending wear tester is selected

as a mid step between laboratory tests and industrial forming operations.

The advantage of this method is a good geometrical representation of real sheet metal

forming but the test consumes relatively large amounts of sheet material. In order to relate

the contact pressures found in the SOFS wear tester to the range of contact pressures

created in the U-bending equipment, additional calculations using FE were made using

ABAQUS STANDARD 6.9-2 for the U-bending wear tester.

A two dimensional FE model with 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements

with reduced integration and hourglass control, CPE4R, was used to model the sheet. At

the die radius the mesh was significantly refined. Boundary conditions and symmetries

are illustrated in Fig. 14a. Tools were considered analytically rigid and the sheets were

elastic-plastic with strain hardening according to tensile tests. The 1.2 mm thick sheet

was clamped between the die and the blank holder by a normal force and was then formed

by the displacement of the punch. The coefficient of friction between the sheet and tools

was 0.12.

The contact pressure of a single node as it slides over the die radius of the tool in

a model of a U-bending operation peaks at the entrance and the exit of the radius, the

entry displaying the highest contact pressure, see Fig. 14b. As an example, for DC01 a

maximum contact pressure of 180 MPa was found in the entry of the radius at 0.45 time

units, see Fig. 14b. The node was chosen as a node sliding over the die radius during

steady state drawing.

An evaluation of the FE models stability was made by increasing, in several steps, the

number of elements in the sheets cross sections and following the behaviour of the contact

pressure during the process. The model was considered stable when a further increase of

the number of elements in a cross section of the sheet had no influence on the calculated
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(a) General geometry. (b) The contact pressure.

Figure 14. a) General geometry and symmetries of the U-bending model and b) the contact

pressure of a single node on the sheet as it was slid over the radius of the die. In this case

the maximum contact pressure of 180 MPa can be found at 0.45 time units.

contact pressure.

The maximum contact pressures calculated for the U-bending test are found in Table 7.

For all three sheet materials, DC01, Docol 800DP and Docol 1200M, the maximum con-

tact pressure was within 7% of the yield strength of the sheets.

Table 7. Calculated maximum contact pressures for selected sheet grades in the U-bending

wear tester

Material
Rp0.2 Max. Contact pressure Difference

[MPa] [MPa] [%]

DC01 193 180 6.7

Docol 800DP 589 579 1.7

Docol 1200M 1120 1085 3.1
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7.2 Industrial forming operations

The contact pressures computed should be close to the contact pressures found in indus-

trial applications. Calculations of contact pressures in some industrial applications were

made in a similar manner and should be comparable [37, 38]. FE models showed that

the maximum contact pressure in U-bending operations of 2 mm thick Docol 800DP and

DP 600 sheet was around 1250 MPa [38, 39]. And in a model of a deep drawing opera-

tion using the same sheet the maximum contact pressure was 600 MPa [38]. The contact

pressure found for some industrial operations can be found in Table 8. These contact

pressures should be in the same range as or at least close to those calculated for the SOFS

wear tester for a direct application of the SOFS results.

Table 8. Comparison of calculated maximum contact pressures found in Literature [37,

38, 40]

material
Contact pressure [MPa]

Min Max

DP600 – 1250

Docol 800DP 600 1250

Aust.Stainless 500 1,600

HSS/AHSS 600 1,500
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8 FE modelling of the SOFS

In order to apply the results from the test equipment to industrial forming operations it is

important to provide information about the contact between sheet and tool such as pres-

sures, stresses and geometries. The SOFS wear tester was built to reproduce wear mecha-

nisms and can be used to rank materials for use in sheet metal forming. Thus, knowledge

of contact conditions is of primary interest to interpret test results. As well, the test con-

ditions need to be relatable to the contact pressures found in industrial applications.

Since galling occurs in sheet metal forming where sliding is present it is important to

understand the conditions of the SOFS during sliding. In most models the sheet has been

considered flat and without surface roughness, but the sheet material can be quite rough

and this could influence the galling behaviour. There are several studies that have looked

into the phenomena of lubrication entrapment and escape by indentations or pockets in

one of the surfaces [41–43]. An attempt to compute the influence of the lubricant on the

shape of a controlled indentation under pressure was made using a FE model [44]. To

be able to investigate the influence of lubrication on a rough sheet surface a FE model

of such a surface must first be built. Some modelling of rough surfaces have previously

been made using a probabilistic approach [45]. Two dimensional models of stresses in

materials with a rough surface was also made [46].

The present study aims to clarify the contact conditions in a sliding wear test on sheet

metals e.g. the influence of sheet metal grade, friction, sliding, and the sheet topography.

Six different sheet metals were modelled and used for FE computations of the contact con-

ditions. To evaluate the influence of surface roughness an attempt was made at modelling

a sheet with surface roughness as measured by optical profilometer.

8.1 Materials and Method

In the calculations used six different sheet grades and one generic steel material were used.

The tool disc and supporting steel table was modelled using a simple elastic material with

Young’s-modulus of 210 GPa. The sheets included were, Docol 1200M, Docol 800DP,

DC01, EN 1.4301, ENAW 1050A and Ti6Al4V, Table 1 on page 14.

The sheet materials were modelled using stress-strain tensile test data provided by

the manufacturers and input stress-strain data was obtained from curve fitting of to the

Johnson-Cook model [47]. The Johnson-Cook model is an elastic-plastic, deformation

hardening flow stress model. The model takes strain rate and temperature into account as

well but here only the static part was considered so that,
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σy = A + B · εn
pl (1)

The true stress–strain data was curve fitted to equation 1 and the constants A, B, n were

calculated for each material, Table 9.

Table 9. Johnson–Cook parameters, A, B and n for the materials used

Material A B n

Docol 1200M 1120 500 0.20

Docol 800DP 620 550 0.23

DC01 193 254 0.32

EN 1.4301 300 958 0.24

ENAW 1050A-H16 100 113 0.42

EN 3.7164 862 331 0.34

8.2 The SOFS model

The SOFS wear tester has been used to evaluate the wear of tool steel specimens, see

Fig. 1a on page 6. Its primary geometries and operation is described in short. In the SOFS

wear tester a tool disc with a major radius of 25 mm and a minor radius of 5 mm can

be pressed against a metallic sheet supported by a thick solid steel table. The load span

reaches from 10 N to 1000 N, in the normal direction of the sheet. During sliding the tool

disc was firmly clamped in a tool holder that did not allow for any rotation or skewing of

the tool. The coefficient of friction was used to monitor the galling behaviour. The tools

were made from tool steel and had been polished to a mirror shine surface roughness of

Ra = 0.05 µm as measured by atomic force microscopy.

The galling behaviour was monitored by the coefficient of friction, and in the early

stages of galling the sheets were slightly scratched and the friction was low, µ = 0.2. At

the onset of critical galling the sheets were heavily damaged and the friction increased,

µ = 0.6, and became more unstable, i.e. as displayed in Figure 4 on page 9.
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8.2.1 FE model of stationary loading

The contact was modelled using ABAQUS STANDARD 6.9-2 SOFTWARE. For pure

loading without sliding a quarter model was used to simulate the contact and to calculate

the contact pressures, see Fig. 15. Models of the linear contacts L2.4 and L3.0, see Fig. 12

on page 23, were made in the same manner.

Figure 15. Principal image of the stationary FE model. The mesh size and refinement

level can be seen to the left and the assembly components to the right. The tool disc,

ABC, was placed above the sheet, D, that was resting on the supporting steel table, E.

The model consists of an elastic tool disc, ABC, a elastic-plastic deformation hardening

sheet material, D, and an elastic supporting steel table, E. The model capitalize on the

inherent symmetries in the geometry by cutting the model into a quarter of its natural

size. A normal load was applied onto surface A. Surfaces on the side facing B had their

translations locked in the Z-direction and surfaces C, D and E had their translations locked

in the X-direction. The bottom side of the supporting steel table had translations in the

Y-direction locked.

The model applied the load in four steps, starting with the tool a small distance above

the sheet. The normal load was applied as a pressure on the top surface of the tool,

adjusted in magnitude to match the equivalent normal load.
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8.2.2 FE model of a sliding contact

However the SOFS primary mode of operation was sliding contact and therefore a model

was constructed where the tool was in sliding contact with the sheet, see Fig. 16. The

calculations were made for two different friction coefficients, 0.2 and 0.6 for all material

combinations.

Figure 16. Principal image of the sliding FE model. The mesh size and refinement level

can be seen to the left and the assembly components to the right. The tool disc, AB, was

placed above the sheet, CD, which was resting on the supporting steel table, E.

The model consists of an elastic tool disc, AB, a elastic-plastic, deformation hardening

sheet material, C and D, and an elastic supporting steel table, E. The model capitalize

on the inherent symmetries in the geometry, by cutting the model into half of its natural

size. A normal load was applied onto surface A. Surfaces on the side facing B and E had

their translations locked in the X-direction. The bottom side of the supporting steel table

had translations in the X-, Y- and Z-directions locked. The top most area of the tool disc,

A, marked with green was rigid in order to have a solid, non-deforming section to apply

loads and translations for sliding. For the rigid section A rotations were locked in the

X-direction and translation in the Z-direction was applied to this section. The sheet was

divided into several regions containing different mesh size, D having the smallest size.

The contact between the tool and the sheet was modelled using a friction of µ = 0.6

or for selected combinations 0.2. The coefficient of friction was selected based on SOFS

wear test results showing that µ = 0.6 was common for fully developed galling and µ =
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0.2 was common in the beginning of a test before much adhesive wear had occurred.

The entire model was meshed using 10–node modified quadratic tetrahedron elements,

C3D10M, and the mesh was refined in the contact area to an edge length of 0.08 mm.

The model for sliding contact consists of five steps, the first were to ensure a good

contact between tool and sheet followed by controlled sliding and finally the tool was

lifted from the sheet.

8.2.3 FE model with a rough surface

In order to study the influence of surface roughness on the contact conditions between the

tool and sheet steel a new FE model with a rough surface was set up. The Docol 1200M

sheet grade has a cold rolled surface texture consisting of a mottled structure of higher

plateaus and deeper valleys, see Fig. 17. In an attempt to incorporate the surface texture

into a FEM model a small piece, ∼ 100 x 100 mm of sheet material was cut away and

cleaned thoroughly. The sheet was measured in an WYKO NT SERIES Optical profilome-

ter, VEECO, and a 1.2 x 0.9 mm area was scanned at a spatial resolution of 720 x 480

pixels, see Fig. 18.

The raw data was then imported into MATLAB and a mesh was built.

The elements used were simple linear elements due to difficulties in creating the nec-

essary integration points for higher order elements. The model of the sheet had 4,805,561

linear tetrahedral elements of C3D4 type with lateral edge lengths of 1.7 x 1.9 µm in the

surface plane.

After the mesh had been created in MATLAB the finished sheet mesh was imported to

ABAQUS CAE where the tool was modelled and the parts assembled.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 FE model for stationary load, double curved tool

The contact pressure distribution for the sheets can be seen in Figure 20.

The contact pressure calculated for the Docol 1200M sheet at 500 N was close to the

Hertzian pressure both in magnitude and distribution as only a small amount of plastic

deformation had taken place at this load, see Fig. 20b. The pressure was homocentrical

and elliptic with increasing pressures towards the center of the contact. This was also

the contact with the highest maximum contact pressure, 2337 MPa, amongst the different

sheet materials and with the smallest size of the contact.

On the softer sheet of DC01 the pressure distribution was more even with a pressure of
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Figure 17. SEM scan of a Docol1200M sheet.

Figure 18. Wyko scan of a Docol1200M sheet, corrected for tilt and surface topography

exaggerated for clarity.

600–700 MPa over almost the entire contact, see Fig. 20d. The highest pressure, 829 MPa,

was not found in the center but rather located in a narrow band along the edge of the

contact. The even pressure distribution was a result of a large plastic deformation of the
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Figure 19. FEM model of the surface, top view with ISO height lines.

sheet that conformed to the shape of the tool allowing the contact to grow in size in order

to carry the applied load. The contact was significantly larger compared to Docol 1200M

and Docol 800DP indicating a larger penetration depth of the tool.

Titanium with a different Young’s-modulus behaved similar to the tougher carbon

sheets, Docol 1200M and Docol 800DP and showed a homocentric pressure distribu-

tion with increasing pressure towards the center of the contact, see Fig. 20f. The maxi-

mum contact pressure, 1800 MPa, was close the calculated maximum hertzian pressure

of 1860 MPa, indicating little or no plastic deformation. In terms of size the contact was

slightly larger than Docol 1200M and Docol 800DP.

The contact pressure on aluminium was evenly distributed but with higher contact pres-

sure, not in the middle but located in ellipses on the sides of the contact, see Fig. 20g. The

highest contact pressure, 390 MPa, was found in a band close to the periphery of the con-

tact, similar to the DC01 contact. The contact was much larger compared to the other

sheet materials, over twice the length of the contact on Docol 1200M and one and a half

times that of DC01.
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(a) Legend.

(b) Docol 1200M. (c) Docol 800DP. (d) DC01.

(e) EN 1.4301. (f) EN 3.7164. (g) ENAW 1050A-H16.

Figure 20. Contact pressures at 500 N normal load for the different sheets.
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8.3.2 FE model for stationary load, linear tools

Noteworthy is that the two linear geometries produced similar maximum contact pressures

with only a small, ∼ 10 % difference. The maximum contact pressures for the elliptic

geometry were however much higher, almost double that of the linear contacts.

Finite element calculations revealed that for line contacts the contact pressures peaked

at the ends of the line, see Fig. 21. Under loads causing a large degree of plastic deforma-

tion the elliptical contacts showed a similar but smaller rise in contact pressure towards

the sides of the contact, see Fig. 21a.

The footprints length in the sliding direction, sliding length in the contact, differed

between the linear and the elliptic geometries compared at the same normal load. The

difference in footprint length in the sliding direction was roughly a factor two in favour of

the elliptical geometries. However compared at the same maximum contact pressure the

difference disappeared and the ratios was close to unity.

8.3.3 FE model of sliding contact

The contact pressures for sliding contacts were calculated using two different coefficient

of frictions, one low, 0.2, representing the start or early stages of sliding and one high,

0.6, representing the conditions of critical galling, see Fig. 22.

Compared to the model without sliding the contact geometries have changed from a full

ellipse towards more of a segmented or halved ellipse. The change was more pronounced

at the high friction and for softer materials.

The contact pressure did not change significantly for Docol 1200M when sliding at

µ = 0.2 was introduced, the maximum pressure was maintained at 2300 MPa and the

contact retained its elliptical shape. Closer measurement revealed a slight shortening of

the contact to 90% of its original length, see Fig. 22a. When the friction was increased

to µ = 0.6 the maximum pressure was reduced to 2000 MPa and the distribution of the

pressure changed to have the higher pressured more towards the front of the contact, see

Fig. 22e. The shape became more segmented and increased in width but did not change

in length.

DC01 on the other hand changed significantly in both maximum contact pressure,

which increased from 829 MPa to 1158 MPa and geometry of the contact pressure foot-

print which changed from elliptical to almost half of an ellipse , see Fig. 22b. The higher

pressure was also found more towards the front of the contact and not towards the sides.

During sliding under a higher friction the maximum contact pressure stayed the same but
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(a) R5 tool vs. DC01 sheet at 500 N (b) L2.4 tool vs. DC01 sheet at 500 N.

(c) R5 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet

at 500 N

(d) L2.4 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet at 500 N.

Figure 21. Overview of the distribution of the contact pressure found in both linear and

elliptical contacts. A load of 500 N was applied in the normal direction of the sheet.

The sliding direction of the sheet is from the top to the bottom. The sub figures show

the distribution of contact pressure for a) R5 tool vs. DC01 sheet, b) L2.4 tool vs. DC01

sheet, c) R5 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet and d) L2.4 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet.

the area with high pressures was reduced to only a small portion in the front end of the

contact , see Fig. 22f. Otherwise the pressure was more evenly distributed and the contact

increased in length to 111% of that for the low friction.

Titanium reduced the maximum contact pressure from 1839 MPa to 1731 MPa when

going from the stationary model to a sliding model with low friction, see Fig. 22d. The

overall shape of the contact remained elliptical and the length changed only 2%. Similar

to the Docol 1200M the maximum contact pressure was found in the center of the contact.

When the friction was increased the maximum pressure went up to 1871 MPa and became

located in a thin crescent close to the front end. In the rest of the contact the pressure was

more evenly distributed and the contact became shorter, 95%.
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(a) Docol1200M µ =0.2. (b) DC01 µ =0.2. (c) EN 1.4301 µ =0.2. (d) Ti µ =0.2.

(e) Docol1200M µ =0.6. (f) DC01 µ =0.6. (g) EN 1.4301 µ =0.6. (h) Ti µ =0.6.

Figure 22. Comparison of contact pressure distribution and contact geometry in sliding at

500 N with µ = 0.2 for a) Docol 1200M, b) DC01, c) EN 1.4301, d) Ti and with µ = 0.6

for e) Docol 1200M, f) DC01, g) EN 1.4301, h) Ti.

8.3.4 FE model with a rough surface

The model emulating the surface structure of a Docol 1200M sheet was subjected to an

increasing load from 10 N to 1000 N and the progression of the contact pressure revealed

a partially cohesive and partially disconnected contact spot, see Fig. 23. A quarter of an

elliptical contact spot was modeled and here presented with the center in the upper left

corner.

In the beginning, at low loads the tool disc only contacts the highest protruding parts

of the surface closest to the center of the contact, see Fig. 23a. At this point 100 N had

been applied and the contact was small and consisted of several small, separated islands.

Close to the center was a dimple in the surface, which did not experience any contact

pressure, even when under the normal load of 1000 N, see Fig. 23b. At 1000 N normal

load the contact had grown larger, including the formation of new small and large islands

as well as some panhandles.

At a normal load of 1000 N the contact was equivalent to an ellipse 0.8 mm wide and

1.91 mm long. The corresponding measurement for the stationary FE model was 0.5 mm

wide and 1.41 mm long, leaving the surface roughness model with a larger footprint.
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Since the surface model has discontinuous contact geometry it would be expected to have

a larger spread. The difference in area was however 215% and some could certainly be

explained by the discontinuous contact.

(a) 100 N. (b) 1000 N.

Figure 23. Contact pressures on the modelled Docol 1200M sheet for loads of a) 100 N,

b) 1000 N.
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8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 FE model of a sliding contact

The wear mark on the tool reflected the contact spot on the sheet and the adhesive wear

with material transfer to the tool made it possible to compare SEM images to the FE

calculations. Here two SEM images of wear marks are presented, one run against Do-

col 1200M at 500 N for 20 m and one run against Titanium with increasing load from

100-700 N during a distance of 1 m, see Fig. 24.

For the test against Docol 1200M the adhered material reaches a large part of the

elliptical contact and only the part furthest back of the ellipse have no transferred material,

see Fig. 24a. When compared to the FE model it is clear that this appearance is close to

that for Docol 1200M run at µ = 0.6, see Fig. 22e.

The test against titanium was similar in appearance but lacked a clear distinct cut of

at the end of the contact, see Fig. 24b. Compared to the FE model results this contact

would have been a more cut off elliptical shape, see Fig. 22h. The SOFS test was run

up to 700 N and the FE model was presented at 500 N, it would only be natural for the

contact to become more of a half ellipse with increasing load and increasing plasticity in

the sheet.

(a) Wear mark from Docol 1200M. (b) Wear mark from Titanium.

Figure 24. SEM image of the wear mark on a tool after testing against a) Docol 1200M,

500 N after 20 m sliding b) titanium, 100-700 N increasing load after 1 m sliding.

The SOFS wear tester was built to reproduce wear mechanisms and can be used to rank

materials for use in sheet metal forming. Thus, evidently knowledge of contact conditions

is of primary interest to interpret test results. As well, the test conditions need to be

relatable to the contact pressures found in industrial applications, see page 27.
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8.4.2 Rough sheets

The surface of the Docol 1200M created small pockets or dimples when under load. This

kind of behaviour was observed during the early stages of dry sliding in the SOFS tests,

see Fig. 25. After a short distance, 10 mm, of dry sliding the high asperities had been

flattened and reflected the surface of the tool rather than the rough sheet surface. In this

wear track there were some spots that had not been in contact with the tool. This was in

agreement with the behaviour of the FE model.

Figure 25. SEM image of Docol1200M sheet after a tool had slightly deformed the sur-

face, 100 N after 10 mm sliding

In a study of skin-pass rolling it was shown that the surface roughness may trap lu-

brication under medium to high loads [41]. If the load was too low then the lubrication

would escape and not help reduce the frictional forces but if the load was increased the

lubricant could be trapped and help reduce the friction. Another study of lubrication en-

trapment and escape from manufactured pockets during thickness reduction of aluminium

showed escape of lubricant from one pocket and transferee to the neighbouring ones [42].

Other studies of the angle of the indentations have shown that lubricant pockets as far as

6 mm apart could be reached by the lubricant [43]. To study the behaviour of trapped

lubricants during forming efforts have been made to develop FE models with hydrostatic

elements. They found that the angle of the lubrication pocket determined the major mech-

anism behind the flattening of the surface [44]. In this work we have shown that at low

loads only small lubrication pockets was formed and the major part of the contact did not
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form enclosed pockets. At higher loads the pockets became larger and a substantial part

of the apparent contact area was enclosed pockets.

The stress distribution in the sheet was similar in appearance to that computed for a

two dimensional rough surface [46].

The model was not able to correctly handle peak stresses and as a result the values of

the stresses cannot be used to predict behaviour in the real world. This was largely due

to the presence of sharp 90◦ corners between height levels on the surface. The model

showed several interesting qualities none the less. For instance, the presence of dimples

in the contact area that was also seen in the SOFS test and the stress distribution under

the contact showing higher pressures under asperities. This model should be considered a

proof of concept rather than be relied on for comparisons.

8.5 Conclusion

The FE model of static pressing was able to accurately and precisely predict the contact

pressures of the contact geometry found in the Sliding on flat surface wear tester. The

pressures were validated against the analytical Hertzian solution.

The introduction of sliding caused a change in the contact geometry and contact pres-

sure distribution that was predictable at µ = 0.2. At a higher friction, µ = 0.6 , the contact

pressure distribution changed to be heavier in the front and to the sides, leaving a slightly

lower pressure in the center of the contact.

It was possible to create a meshed model of a rough sheet by measuring the surface in

an optical profilometer and then exporting the data and build the mesh in MATLAB. This

mesh could be imported to ABAQUS and used for modelling of the sliding on flat tests.

The model was not able to accurately reproduce maximum stresses due to sharp corners

on the surface.
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9 Interface of adhered material

As galling involves the transfer of one material to another, and it requires that the interface

between tool and sheet material is stronger than the strength of the sheet material itself.

The addition of a lubricant reduces the strength of the interface and makes sustained slid-

ing possible. If lubrication fails the sheet comes into direct contact with the tool and sheet

material can be transferred. The strength of the interface determines if the sheet material

sticks to the tool or not. Therefore, the morphology and chemical composition of the

interface are of great importance to the galling phenomena as they influence strongly on

material transfer. The formation of certain oxides on the tool steel surface has also been

mentioned as a factor influencing the galling behaviour [23].

In the present study the interface between three different sheet materials and a powder

metallurgical tool steel was investigated with respect to morphology and chemical com-

position. The sheet materials were selected based on their different sensitivity to galling

in sheet metal forming.

9.1 Materials

The experimental work was performed using a single tool made from the tool steel grade,

Vanron 40 hardened and tempered to a hardness of 790 HV30. The tool material was a

powder metallurgic tool steel and contained M6C carbides (4%) and MCN carbonitrides

(20%) evenly distributed in a steel matrix. Both hard phases were of a face-centered cubic

lattice type and the M6C and the MCN had hardness of 1500 HV0.02 and 3000 HV0.02,

respectively according to literature [33].

Three different metallic sheets, Docol 1200M (CS), EN 1.4301 (SS) and EN 3.7164

(Ti) were selected as counter material to the Vancron 40 tool.

The sheets were lubricated by a thin layer (> 1 g/m2) of Ondina 927 oil. The oil was

selected based on purity and the omission of additives.

9.2 Method

Material transfer from the sheets onto a tool i.e. galling, was achieved using the SOFS

wear tester described on page 6. The parameters used in the SOFS for the tests can be

found in Table 10.

A Focused Ion Beam (FIB) instrument was used to cut out thin TEM specimens by

ion beam milling. Areas were selected where the adhered material was of reasonable
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thickness

The interface between the tool steel and the sheet materials were studied by trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) in a JEOL TECNAI 300 KV. Electron Energy Loss

Spectroscopy (EELS) was used to map the depth distribution of selected elements.

Table 10. SOFS test parameters

Vancron 40 Test length Normal load Contact pressure Sliding speed

versus [mm] [N] [MPa] [m/s]

Docol 1200M 1900 800 1360 0.5

EN 1.4301 950 100 870 0.5

EN 3.7164 2850 100 1080 0.5

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Structure and composition of tool/adhesive interfaces

The difference in behaviour between the different materials could be dependent on how

they interacted with the tool. To investigate the interface between adhered sheet material

and the tool TEM specimens were prepared. The results from the TEM investigations are

presented with images from electron transparent specimens and EELS chemical profiles.

The TEM study focused on the interface between the tool and the adhered material. Since

the tool consists of a steel matrix, carbides and MCN carbonitrides, several TEM images

were taken for each tool / sheet combination.

9.3.2 Carbon steel, Docol 1200M

The TEM specimen for the carbon steel contained all three main tool constituents, steel

matrix, M6C carbides and MCN carbonitrides and had an interface crossing all of them.

As a result each constituent and its interface to the adhered material were accessible for

study.

The interface between a M6C carbide and the Docol 1200M material was sharp without

any noticeable interface layer, see Fig. 26a. The M6C carbide, clearly visible as nearly

black on the bottom of the image has a clear boundary to the adhered CS and there was
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no detectable interlayer in between the two. The interface between an MCN carbonitride

and the Docol 1200M material did not show any interlayer, see Fig. 26b.

(a) M6C carbide (b) MCN carbonitride

Figure 26. A bright field TEM image of the interface between the tool, on the bottom

half of the image, containing a) a M6C carbide, b) MCN carbonitride and adhered Do-

col 1200M material. The sliding direction of the sheet is indicated by the arrow and the

interface is indicated by the triangles.

The Docol 1200M adhered to the tool steel matrix formed a layer in the steel matrix

of lower crystallinity. The material in this layer seemed to be more affected by plastic

deformation of both the tool and the sheet material.

9.3.3 Stainless steel, EN 1.4301

The FIB lamella specimen from the adhered patch of EN 1.4301 reviled three electron

transparent areas suitable for closer studies in the TEM; the interface between EN 1.4301

and an M6C carbide particle, an MCN carbonitride particle and the steel matrix, respec-

tively.

The EN 1.4301 showed a thin interlayer against the MCN carbonitride but not against

the M6C carbide. The interlayer observed between the MCN carbonitride and the adhered

EN 1.4301 was approximately 10 nm thick, see Fig. 27a. Note the thin white streak

at the interface position. The chemical profiles revealed presence of O in the adhered

material, especially towards the interface. No O was detected in the MCN carbonitride,

see Fig. 27b.
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(a) Tool MCN carbonitride vs. EN 1.4301 (b) O map

Figure 27. A bright field TEM image of the interface between an MCN carbonitride in

the tool material and a) EN 1.4301 with b) EELS maps for oxygen. The sliding direction

of the sheet is indicated by the arrow and the interface is indicated by the triangles.

(a) Tool M6C carbide vs EN 1.4301 (b) O map

Figure 28. A bright field TEM image of the interface between an M6C carbide in the tool

material and a) EN 1.4301 with b) EELS maps for oxygen. The sliding direction of the

sheet is indicated by the arrow and the interface is indicated by the triangles.

At the interface between an M6C carbide and adhered EN 1.4301 a clear boundary with

no transition layer was observed, see Fig. 28. The carbide is visible as the dark bottom left

corner in the figure, and the adhered material is light and dark mottled. The EELS maps
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of the O distribution at the interface displays a concentration in the EN 1.4301 material in

conjunction with the interface, see Fig. 28b.

9.4 Discussion

The FIB-TEM evaluation The interface between adhered sheet material and tool surface

was studied by high-resolution TEM. Special emphasis was given to the interface towards

the M6C carbides and the MCN carbonitrides.

The carbides and carbonitrides are much harder than the tool matrix and resist plastic

deformation both during specimen polishing and testing and thus maintain a sharp bound-

ary towards the adhered material.

The TEM images of the interface between the M6C carbide and the adhered Do-

col 1200M and EN 1.4301 materials showed sharp boundaries without any transitional

layers. However, a small concentration of oxygen was found in the adhered EN 1.4301

material in conjunction with the interface, see Fig. 28.

The MCN carbonitride interface to the adhered Docol 1200M material was also sharp

without transitional layers. On the other hand, against the adhered EN 1.4301 it showed

a 10 nm thick interlayer, see Fig. 27a. Such a layer was not observed against the Do-

col 1200M. Against the MCN carbonitride there was a small increase in O concentration.

Within this layer a structure of bright streaks could be discerned, indicating the presence

of a weak interface.

The oxide in the interface could be of the easy-to-shear Magnéli type of oxide, V2O5.

This oxide may form under the high temperatures generated by the high friction at the end

of the SOFS test. Magnéli phases are likely to form at flash temperatures above 400◦C

[23].

The thickness of the interlayer, 10 nm, was of the same order as the O-rich interlayer

of austenitic stainless steel tested against a TiN coated tool by Hanson et al. [48].

One issue expected to be found was remnants of the lubricant, since the sliding tests

were lubricated. However, no evidence of the lubricant was found at the time of material

transfer, indicating that a prerequisite for galling is an oil free surface.

Other observations can be made in the TEM images, for instance that the MCN car-

bonitride had a change in contrast towards the interface, see Fig. 26b This contrast in is

probably related to internal stresses and not due to crystallographic effects.
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9.5 Conclusion

The TEM images did not reveal any interlayers between tool constituents and adhered

material, except for the EN 1.4301 sheet that showed a ≃ 10 nm interlayer against an

MCN carbonitride.

A low concentration of oxygen was found in adhered EN 1.4301 adjacent to the inter-

face of an M6C carbide.

It is also concluded that the bonding strength between the adhesives and the tool mate-

rial constituents is higher than the internal strength of the sheet materials. Evidently, the

formation of the adhesives involves a strengthening process that includes the interface.

Remember that this study is based on one singe sliding experiment for each of three

tool/sheet combinations, and that only one successful TEM lamella from each of these

tests have been studied. Consequently, general conclusions should be drawn with deliber-

ation.
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10 Materials ranking

Galling wear is life limiting of tools in sheet metal forming and negatively affects the

produced sheet metal quality. Eventually the tools have to be replaced or refurbished, a

costly process that could take several days. Therefore, it is important to keep the tools

from wear by optimizing process parameters, careful selection of lubricants and selection

of the proper tool materials.

A larger test program to investigate galling has been undertaken, with focus on perfor-

mance of advanced tool steels in combination with a wide selection of sheet metals. The

results ranged several orders of magnitude in sliding distance and contact pressures above

yield limits. The used test rig and evaluation method were found useful for this mapping

purpose.

10.1 Materials and Methods

Five different tool materials and seven different sheet materials were used in this work.

The tool materials were two high speed steels, A and ESR remelted B and three powder

metallurgical steels, C, D and E.

Seven different sheets were used, three carbon grades of varying strength, two stainless

grades, one aluminium grade and one titanium grade. The carbon steel sheet grades were

a martensitic, Docol 1200 M, a martensitic-ferritic dual phase, Docol 1000 DP and one

ferritic grade, EN 1.0330 (DC01). The stainless grades were an austenitic EN 1.4301 and

one ferritic EN 1.4509. The aluminium grade was a commercially pure, 99.95% Al, grade

ENAW 1193. The titanium was an alpha-beta alloy known as Ti-6Al-4V or EN 3.7164.

For material properties see the section on sheets on page 13.

Material properties and chemical compositions as provided by manufacturer for the

tools can be found in Tables 11 and 12.

Due to their different chemical compositions and processing routes the five tool steel

grades are quite different in microstructure. The conventional ingot cast and forged al-

loy A had carbides in concentrated elongated streaks and the ESR remelted B had less

pronounced streaks, whereas the powder metallurgical C, D and E had a much more ho-

mogeneous structure. The carbide contents in the different grades were as follows; A –

10 v% M6C + 2 v% MC, B – 6 v% M7C3 + MC, C – 23 v% M6C + 2 v% MC, D – 4 v%

M6C + 20 v% M(CN) and E – 19 vol% MN.
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Table 11. Mechanical properties of materials

Material Rp0.2 Young’s-modulus Hardness Ra

Tools [MPa] [GPa] [HV] µm

A – 224 800 0.05

B – 206 750 0.05

C 2750 241 800 0.05

D 2700 236 780 0.05

E 2700 240 800 0.05

Three different oils was used, one high purity white oil, Shell Ondina 927, one rust

protection oil, Ensis PQ-144 and one with additives, Castrol Illoform FST-8. more infor-

mation about the oils can be found in the section on lubricants on page 14.

Table 12. Chemical composition, wt%

Material C N V Si Cr Mn Mo W Co Fe

A 0.94 – 2.1 0.45 4.5 0.4 5.2 6.7 – Bal.

B 1.1 – 0.5 0.9 8.3 0.4 2.1 – – Bal.

C 2.0 – 5.1 0.5 3.8 0.3 2.5 14.3 11.0 Bal.

D 1.1 1.8 8.5 0.5 4.5 0.4 3.2 3.7 – Bal.

E 1.1 2.6 12 – 4.5 – 3.2 0.6 – Bal.

The SOFS wear tester was used for these tests, see Fig. 1 on page 6. A test matrix of

material combinations and conditions were set up and can be viewed in, Table 13. For

each material combination tested the name of the lubricant have been noted. Combina-

tions without a lubricant’s name have not been tested. The test priority was heavily on

the powder metallurgical tool steels with only a few comparative tests against the more

traditional stool steels.

The maximum contact pressure for each material contact pressure was calculated using

the FE model described more in detail above, see page 28. The calculations used an elastic

material for the tools and elastic-plastic, deformation hardening materials for the sheets.
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Table 13. Material combinations used and lubricants

Sheets
Tool steels

A B D E C

DC01 PQ144 – – – PQ144

Docol 1000 DP – Ondina – – Ondina

Docol 1200 M – – Ondina – Ondina

EN 1.4301 – – FST-8 – FST-8

EN 1.4509 – – – FST-8 FST-8

ENAW 1050A-O – – Ondina – Ondina

EN 3.7164 – – FST-8 – FST-8

Each of the SOFS wear tests was repeated three times and the sliding distance to critical

galling was noted for each test. The arithmetic mean for the tree tests was calculated and

plotted in diagrams against the maximum contact pressure.

10.2 Results

10.2.1 Dry sliding

The results from all the tests show that the materials can be ordered in three groups ac-

cording to their yield strengths, one for the high strength steels of Docol 1200 M and

Docol 1000 DP, one for the low strength and stainless steels of EN 1.0330, EN 1.4301

and EN 1.4509 and one group for the very soft aluminium, ENAW 1193, see Fig. 29.

Common for all tests were the short sliding distances to critical galling, the material

that had the longest life was C against Docol 1200 M with an average of 21 m. The

majority of the tests reached critical galling before 1 m of sliding.

To be able to compare the sheet materials against each other the tool material C was

run against all sheet materials. The high strength carbon steel Docol 1200 M reached the

longest sliding distances for the lowest test load, but the other carbon steels reached as

well sliding distances well over 1 m at low test loads. The stainless steels of EN 1.4301

and EN 1.4509 did not reach 1 m sliding distance even at low loads and could not reach

50 mm at higher loads. ENAW 1193 never performed well under dry conditions and had

sliding distances in the 10 mm range before reaching critical galling. EN 3.7164 could not

be slid any distance at all before showing signs of severe adhesive wear in the wear track

and on the tool. D performed slightly better on Docol 1200 M at high loads compared to
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Figure 29. Sliding distance diagram for dry sliding, all tests

C but at the second lowest test load did they perform equally and at the lowest test load

did C perform better than D.

The comparison of C to E and of A to C was made on stainless EN 1.4509 and

EN 1.0330 sheets respectively. At higher loads when testing against the ferritic stainless

grade the C and E tool steels performed close to each other, similarly, A and C performed

close at the lower loads against the softer ferritic mild steel, EN 1.0330. Here, however,

somewhat longer sliding distances before galling was always obtained with the C than

with the A tool steel.

Comparison of C and B were made on Docol 1000 DP. B seemed to have both longer

sliding distances to galling and reaching longer sliding distances to critical galling with

decreasing contact pressure, compared to C.

10.2.2 Lubricated sliding

The sliding distances to critical galling increased significantly for all materials used when

lubrication was introduced, except when testing EN 3.7164, see Fig. 30. Several mate-

rials reached 1000 m without reaching critical galling and the tests were stopped at that

point. The clear grouping of materials found for dry sliding was not repeated for lubri-
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cated sliding, instead the results were more diverse. The most dramatic change was for

ENAW 1193 that had very short distances without lubrication but reached around 100 m

with lubrication.

Figure 30. Sliding distance diagram for lubricated sliding, all tests

When comparing the sheet grades to each other data from the C tests were used as

this tool material had been tested against all sheet grades. First, the distances to galling

in lubricates sliding, Fig. 30, have now increased several orders of magnitude compared

to dry sliding, Fig. 29. Secondly, the differences in sliding distances to galling between

the different sheet materials were still within one order of magnitude, similar to dry slid-

ing. However the titanium alloy EN 3.7164 has not benefited from the lubrication, it still

reached galling within 10 mm sliding for both C and D.

The Docol 1200 M reached critical galling at relatively high contact pressures and

exceeded 1000 m at a slightly lower load. Both Docol 1000 DP and EN 1.0330 reached

1000 m without critical galling at their highest applicable normal load. The stainless

sheets, EN 1.4301 and EN 1.4509 performed equally well reaching 250 m and 370 m,

respectively, before critical galling. ENAW 1193 reached 200 m at 345 MPa contact

pressure.

Examination of the test results of tool steels A, C, D and E sliding against low to
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medium strength sheet metals, ENAW 1193, EN 1.0330, 1.4301 and 1.4509 two main

features are observed. The tool steel C always performs somewhat better than the other

steel grades. Another feature is the small slope in the critical galling curves, meaning that

even small reductions in normal load results in significantly longer sliding distances to

galling.

Looking at the results of the lubricated tests on the high strength sheets, Docol 1000DP

and Docol 1200M, is observed once again that tool steel C performed somewhat better.

Particularly on the Docol 1200M did C display longer sliding distances to galling. When

testing the high strength Docol 1000DP both tool steels B and C reached 1000 m without

critical galling.

10.3 Discussion

A great number of wear tests have been run in the present test program using the SOFS

testing equipment. The progression of data into trend curves, and the position of trend

curves are reasonable even though the repeatability of individual tests were low.

The dry sliding tests give a comprehensive view over a number of tested sheet materials

and tool steels, see Fig. 29. The sliding distance to galling diagram displays effectively

the ordering of different sheet materials into a galling wear map. Hence, an order of

magnitude in galling resistance and contact pressures between different sheet materials

were obtained. Accordingly, the higher strength steels needs higher contact pressure to

provoke galling since the shear stress needed is higher to shear off material and cause

transfer to the tool surface. At such a galling limit, the maximum contact pressure is

higher for the higher strength steel, and also the sliding distance to galling is longer.

In the next lower group, managed the mild steel EN 1.0330 longer sliding distances

to galling than the stainless steels even though it is softer, which is in accordance with

industrial sheet metal forming experience.

The high strength titanium alloy EN 3.7164 experiences galling immediately upon

sliding, an adhesive response bearing to its chemical reactivity. The formation of a transfer

film of titanium was also seen by Blau et al. in a pin on disc test [49].

In the third group of very soft metals, the soft aluminium grade ENAW 1193 adheres

quickly to the tool surface and galling occurs very early at low contact pressures. In

another galling test immediate transfer of aluminium was also found by Heinrichs et al.

[50]. This relates also well with industrial practice, where we in different aluminium

forming applications observe the quick formation of an aluminium film on tool surfaces.

Moving to the results on lubricated sliding, displayed in Fig. 30 the same ordering in
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three groups can be used, but they are now shifted several orders of magnitude (2-4) to

longer sliding distances to galling. In general, the ranking order between the different

sheet metals is maintained but some points are worth noting. The largest influence of

lubrication was found in the aluminium ENAW 1193 as the longest sliding distance to

galling increased from 13 mm to 200 m when lubricated. The simple PQ-144 oil on the

mild steel was enough to produce long sliding distances, and the more advanced forming

oil FST-8, on the stainless sheets produced good but not equal sliding distances to galling.

Unexpectedly, the titanium alloy EN 3.7164 did not benefit from the lubrication but still

maintained its short sliding distance to galling when using the FST-8 oil.

Comparing the performance of the tool steels used sliding on a sheet metal involves

smaller differences in sliding to galling, why it is more difficult to discern performances

considering the statistical spread in results. However, there is ground for some deductions.

The conventional ingot cast and forged steel A performs equally well as the advanced

PM steel C running against the softer mild steel EN 1.0330, however the average sliding

distance is always longer for the C grade. It may be interpreted as that for common

applications the simpler steel A is good enough but there is room for some improvement

using the C grade.

The next level of tool steel quality is the ESR re-melted tool steel B with a lower

amount of carbides compared to the PM steel C. Against the higher strength duplex Docol

1000DP carbon steel the results show tool steel B running roughly equal sliding distance.

Thus, B performs well in competition with a more advanced steel.

The advanced PM grades C, D and E having high and equal content of carbides but

of different kinds was also compared. Running the test with tool steels C and D against

the very high strength steel sheet Docol 1200M it is clear that C and D are equal in dry

sliding, but C performs the best in lubricated sliding. A combination of adhesive and

high abrasive resistances favors best performance against the high strength sheet steels,

and the high amount in steel C of M6C carbides, said to be extremely abrasion resistant,

has a positive influence. At a lower strength level the stainless steels were tested against

tool steels C, D and E. Running against the austenitic stainless steel EN 1.4301 it was

found that grade C ran longer sliding distances than grade D in lubricated sliding. But

running against the ferritic stainless steel EN 1.4509 the tool steels C and E were of

equal performance in both dry and lubricated sliding. In the outset of the test program it

was believed that the MCN/MN carbonitride would perform better than the M6C carbide

containing tool steel grade, sliding against the stainless steels. The MCN/MN are hard and

wear resistant, and were assumed to affect friction by chemistry or topography. On the
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other hand, in sliding against the reactive materials aluminium and titanium, ENAW 1193

and EN 3.7164, more of an adhesive resistance is needed and tool steel D performs some

better in dry sliding. However, when running in lubricated sliding against the aluminium

sheet, it is reverted and tool steel C performs somewhat better or equal to D. Obviously,

the influence on galling of the different tool steel grades and dependence of their matrix

and carbide microstructure needs further exploration in a mechanism study outside the

scope of the present article.

10.4 Conclusion

Dry and lubricated sliding wear tests were performed on combinations of five tool steels

and seven sheet materials. The susceptibility to galling of the sheet materials were grouped

in galling wear maps including high strength carbon steels, mild steel, austenitic and fer-

ritic stainless steels, aluminium and titanium alloys. The steel grades and aluminium alloy

performed a certain sliding distance before galling and increasing when lubrication was

used, whereas the titanium alloy upon start of sliding reached immediate galling condi-

tions in both dry and lubricated sliding. The results ranged several orders of magnitude in

sliding distance and contact pressures up to yield limits. The used test rig and evaluation

method were found useful for this mapping purpose.

The performance of advanced high strength tool steels was evaluated regarding galling

wear resistance. The tool steels ranged different carbide types and distributions control-

ling galling resistance which is related to friction, adhesive and abrasive wear properties.

The tool steel C was an overall good performing grade. A mechanism study to explore

the influence of the micro constituents would be needed for further conclusions.
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11 Summary

There are many parameters influencing a tribosystems response in regards to galling. Here

we have investigated the influence of surface preparation, contact geometry, material se-

lection and lubrication. The contact geometry was modeled and the interface between tool

and adhered material was studied.

The surface of the forming tools has a large influence on the tools effective life. There-

fore should the surface preparation of forming tools be chosen with care. It was shown

that in general lower Ra values yielded longer tool lives. Rough tool surfaces gave very

poor results and tools with fine surface finish performed well reaching long sliding dis-

tances before galling. Although there seems you could polished tools too much and as a

consequence have worse results. This only happened at extremely fine polishing.

The geometry of the forming tool also influences the tool life. An investigation using

three different tool geometries was made with respect to performance on tool life. In

general the tool life increased with decreasing load for each tool. On a soft carbon steel

sheet the tool life increased with the width of the tool. This could be because the wider

tool distributed the contact area tangential to the sliding direction and therefore reduces

the contact length in the sliding direction.

Since the contact was so important to the tool life several calculations of contacts was

made. First calculations of a U-bending forming operation was performed and then com-

pared to calculations of other forming operations found in literature. It was found that the

contact pressures varied between 180 MPa and 1600 MPa. This was done to get a baseline

for comparisons of the contact pressures used in our SOFS wear tester.

The contact conditions of the SOFS wear tester were investigated by several different

FE models. The contact conditions during static loading were accurately and precisely

predicted for the contact geometry found in the Sliding on flat surface wear tester. The

pressures were validated against the analytical Hertzian solution. During sliding the con-

tact geometry was shown to change predictably into a semi elliptical shape. At high

friction, µ = 0.6, the contact pressure distribution changed to be heavier in the front and

to the sides, leaving a slightly lower pressure in the center of the contact. An attempt was

also made to model a sheet with surface roughness as measures by an optical profilome-

ter. The attempt was successful in that a working FE model could be created but there still

remains work before the model can be used to accurately predict the contact conditions.

The model showed the formation of potential lubrication pockets on a rough sheet surface.

The interface between the tool and the adhered material was studied using TEM. Since

the tool was made by powder metallurgy it contained evenly dispersed carbides and the
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interface between each constituent and the adhered material was studied. The presence of

an interlayer between the tool and the adhered material would be of high interest as the

adhesion in the interface governs galling. The study did not reveal any interlayer between

tool constituents and adhered material, for Vancron 40 worn against Docol 1200 M and

EN 1.4301 but for one combination. EN 1.4301 sheet showed a ≃ 10 nm morphological

interlayer against a MCN carbonitride. The lubricant was removed from the contact area

and no trace of it was left in the interface between tool and adhered sheet. This shows

that adhesive wear occurs during direct tool to sheet contact comparative to dry sliding in

SOFS tests.

Several different combinations of tool steels and sheet materials were tested with re-

gards to galling. The results from the tests of dry sliding show that the materials can

be placed into three different groups according to their yield strengths, one for the high

strength steels of Docol 1200 M and Docol 1000 DP, one for the low strength and stainless

steels of DC01, EN 1.4301 and EN 1.4509 and one group for the very soft aluminium,

ENAW 1193. The majority of the tests reached critical galling before 1 m of sliding. The

sliding distances to critical galling increased significantly for all materials used except for

EN 3.7164 when lubrication was introduced. Several material reached 1000 m without

reaching critical galling. The clear grouping of materials found for dry sliding was not re-

peated for lubricated sliding, the results were more diverse. The importance of lubrication

was clear as sliding distances increased several orders of magnitude for many materials.

Aluminium for instance went from immediate galling to sliding distances of 200 m. The

presence of lubrication was more important than the type as even lubrication without any

additives seemed to work well for most materials. The one exception was Titanium which

could not be slid for any distance with or without lubrication without severe adhesive

wear.
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12 Conclusions

The following major conclusions can be drawn from this thesis:

The surface preparation of forming tools plays a large part of the tools performance.

Study show that tools with a rough surface, Ra > 0.1µm did not perform in lubricated

strip reduction. For tools with finer surfaces the appearance and characteristics became

important as the smoothest surfaces actually performed quite poorly.

The tool geometry influence the sliding distance to galling in the SOFS wear tester.

With all test parameters the same a change in tool geometry change the sliding distance to

galling. On a soft DC01 carbon steel sheet the sliding distance increased with increasing

tool width. This proves that intelligent tool design can help prolong tool life.

The range of contact pressures for common sheet metal forming operations is matched

as well as exceeded by the SOFS wear tester. The wear mark calculated in the FE model

for sliding contacts closely match the appearance of wear marks found in SOFS tests. The

contact pressure changed significantly when the coefficient of friction increased from 0.2

to 0.6. The maximum contact pressure was concentrated at the center of the contact at µ =

0.2 and moved towards the front and sides at µ = 0.6. This change in pressure distribution

with friction could perhaps be taken into account when designing forming tools.

It was possible to use an optical profilometer to accurately measure and then manu-

ally mesh and model the surface of a metal sheet. This can be used for more in depth

calculations of the contact between sheet and tool.

Close examination of TEM lamellas of the interface between tool and adhered material

revealed a surprising lack of transitional layers. In most cases the adhered material was

in direct contact with the tool and no morphological interphase layers or chemical gradi-

ents were found. This shows that the lubricant was completely removed before the sheet

material was able to adhere to the tool.

The comparison between tool steels and sheet materials showed a grouping of sheet

materials according to yield strength. The high strength sheet materials lubricated with

pure oil without additives performed better than the stainless steels lubricated with oil

with a large amount of additives. Aluminium was extra sensitive to galling under dry

conditions but the addition of small amounts of pure oil gave an acceptable performance.

The same was not true for titanium as this material showed signs of severe adhesive wear

immediately under both dry and lubricated conditions.
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Sheet metal forming can be used to produce a wide range of products but the 
initial costs are high as the forming tools are expensive. Wear of the tools in the 
form of galling i.e. the adhesion of tiny pieces of sheet material to the tools has 
become more prevalent as high strength sheet materials have been developed 
and lubricants have become heavily regulated. 

In this work the influence on galling of surface preparation, contact geometry, 
material selection and lubrication has been investigated. It was found that tool 
surfaces should be polished as rougher surfaces quickly picked up material that 
adhered to the tools and subsequently scratched the sheets. The strength of the 
interface between the tool and the sheet material determine if material can be 
transferred onto the tool. The interface was studied using bright field transmission 
electron microscopy and the sheet material was found to adhere to the tool 
without the formation of an interlayer. The conditions under which galling 
occurs were studied using a slider on flat surface wear tester and several different 
material combinations were tested with regards to their galling resistance. The 
contact conditions of the test equipment were also modeled using FE models to 
better understand the strains of the materials involved.
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